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Editor’s Comment
Open for business

T

his issue’s lead article
reports on the unveiling of
Zealous Automotive
Castings’ multi-million Rand
state-of-the-art aluminium die
casting and machining cell. Over
R61 million has been invested in
plant and equipment to
manufacture 130 000 cam
carriers for the local EA 111
four-cylinder 1.4-litre Polo engine,
each weighing 2.4 kilograms,
over the next five years.
Local OEM, Volkswagen of South Africa has partnered
with Zealous to realise this project that has thrust Zealous
into the complex component market and has shown that a
South African company has the ability to manufacture top
quality castings at the push of a button and compete with
the best in world.
The local foundry industry should be proud of this
project that makes use of the most advanced technology
available at the time and highlights that a local foundry is
capable of operating one of the most modern die casting
plants in the world.
This project comes at a time when there have been a
number of large capital equipment investments by the
foundries in South Africa recently. In fact I do not recall this
amount of investment since I have been involved in the
industry, which goes back to 1991. I have already reported
on a few of these installations in past issues this year and
hope to continue to do so, as and when I get permission.
I believe it is important to showcase all of these
projects in the media because the magazine is circulated
internationally and is not just read by the local foundry
personnel. Additionally three quarters of the circulation is
sent to castings users in South Africa. The confidence in our
local industry can only be enhanced if it is known that
investment is taking place.
More importantly it shows that the South African foundry
industry is open for business. Too often I read about
projects that are awarded to other emerging countries that
could quite easily be manufactured in South Africa. There is
also the huge investment in a new state-of-the-art facility
to machine blocks, crankshafts and engine heads
for the 2.2 litre four cylinder and 3.2 litre five cylinder
Duratorq TDCi diesel engine, made by Ford Motor Company
of Southern Africa. Disappointingly all of the castings being
machined for this project are imported!!! This should not
be allowed to happen as we do have the capability to
supply these castings.
Despite this and the ever-increasing threat of
imports from China and the like, the signs are still very
encouraging. The huge infrastructure spend over the
next 10 years, the very real investment in wind energy
power and the much talked about
power stations, should inspire
other foundries to invest.
It is never too late.

cover story

Innovative Kaltharz

F

urfuryl alcohol-based Kaltharz (cold curing) binders have
been used in foundries for production of manually shaped
casting molds and cores since the beginning of the sixties.
The resins and their activators (hardeners, curing agents)
have been continuously improved over the years. If the focus
was initially on enhancement of the technological properties,
the environmental and workplace aspects have meanwhile
become the driving forces for development work in foundry
chemistry. Under the project heading of “low-sulfur Kaltharz
binder systems”, the goal was set to drastically reduce sulfur
dioxide (SO2) emissions in furan resin-processing foundries.
The resins most commonly used at present are
condensation products of furfuryl alcohol, urea and
formaldehyde. They are generally cured by exposure to organic
sulfonic acids. The sulfur responsible for the sulfur dioxide
emissions is exclusively derived from the acid or “activator”.
To remain true to their principles of developing
environmentally friendly products, SI Group have made it their
business to develop furan cold-setting resins with a free FA
content of <25%. This has been no small challenge in view of
the fact that cold-setting resins have a free FA content between
70% and 90%. The task was to reduce the percentage of free
FA in their formulas to less than 25% without adversely
affecting the technological and application properties of the
binder. To achieve this goal, various synthetic alternatives were
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tested; a first result of this process is e.g. their innovative
product Kaltharz 8616 that is not marked with a “skull” symbol
(for both product and transport).
Furan Kaltharz process
This classical all-purpose method for production of nearly
all types of castings features:
• Low binder addition level
• Low viscosity
• Long storage life
• Good through curing
• Low odour
• Low emissions during sand mixing and mould filling.
The permissible MAK (TLV) levels are generally under
run to a considerable extent.
• Easily recoverable used sand
• Nitrogen-free grades of resins that are particularly
suitable for high-quality steel castings
• Reactive, rapidly curing specialty resins offering
short stripping times.
• Use of aggressive activators is consequently unnecessary
• Low-sulphur systems for high-quality ductile iron.
The total sulphur level is nearly halved. This also offers
a marked decrease in SO2 emissions during and after
pour off

Nitrogen-free furan cold resin systems for steel casting –
now also with less sulphur
Most of the furan cold resins in use today are condensation
products from furfuryl alcohol, urea and formaldehyde.
The urea is responsible for the more or less high content of
nitrogen in these resins. A furan cold resin with 75% furfuryl
alcohol contains 3.5% nitrogen, on average. A simple method of
reducing the nitrogen content is by raising the furfuryl alcohol
to 90% and more.
However, this also entails a number of disadvantages:
• These resins are highly reactive
• Curing is difficult to control. This is particularly the
case during the warm season
• Resins high in furfuryl alcohol are very brittle. The time
for demoulding must be observed exactly because the
curing process lacks elasticity. Otherwise parts of the
mould may break away during demoulding. These parts
must then be repaired and/or glued, which is a very
time-consuming process
• The price of these cold resins is defined almost 		
exclusively by the furfuryl alcohol component, i.e., the
resins are extremely susceptible to the development of
raw material prices of furfuryl alcohol
Despite such drawbacks, these resins are recommended for
the production of steel castings and are used in foundries.
Even if they are low in nitrogen (0.6 – 1.0%), they are not
nitrogen-free. Nitrogen can enter the surface of the casting by
diffusion and cause defects (blowholes, cracks) near the
surface. Even thick coats do little to prevent diffusion. The
nitrogen content in furfuran is therefore of particular
importance for reclaimed sand because nitrogen tends to
accumulate in used sand. For this reason, nitrogen-free furan
cold resins are recommended for used sand. Hüttenes-Albertus,
as a leading manufacturer of furan cold resins, developed the
first nitrogen-free cold resins and introduced them to the
foundry industry decades ago.
Now Hüttenes-Albertus has succeeded in developing the
nitrogen-free cold resin type S 107 R that can also be used
together with the activating agents for a sulphur-reduced
system.
In addition to the absence of nitrogen in cold resin
S 107 R and the well-known advantages of the reduced sulphur
content, the cold resin S107 R has other positive properties:
• Elastic phase during demoulding
• Little addition of binder to obtain the required strength
• Less disposition to hot cracking due to the special
recipe of cold resin S 107R
• Very good flowability of the moulding material
• Low emission during mould body production
The range of cold resins from HA contains even more
nitrogen-free resins with furfuryl alcohol contents between
55 and 80% for different requirements in steel foundries.
About SI Group
SI Group is a family-owned company founded in 1906 and
headquartered in Schenectady, New York. A leading global
developer and manufacturer of phenolic resins, alkylphenolic
resins, alkylated phenols and other chemical intermediates,
SI Group operates 20 facilities in 12 countries around the world
including the U.S., Australia, Brazil, China, England, France,
India, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Switzerland and South Africa,
with over 2,000 employees.
For further details contact the SI Group on
TEL: 011 389 8200
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industry news

Zealous –

“Not only a supplier, but a strategic partner!”
South Africa’s leading die caster enters into the complex component market
and has shown it’s ability to manufacture top quality castings at the push of a button
and compete with the best in world. The company recently unveiled its
multi-million state-of-the-art aluminium die casting and machining cell.

T

he pressure resting on the
automotive industry to cut the
carbon emissions of its vehicles is
continuously increasing demand for
highly integrated light-weight
components. In this effort, aluminium
die cast components are playing an
ever-more important role.
Just like the time when the
self-supporting car body was launched
and thus a milestone was reached on
the road to integration, another
revolution is currently taking place.
Called “light- weight design,”
components are being developed which
fulfil several functions at once and thus
address one of the core challenges:
weight reduction with the aim of
enhancing energy efficiency.
Local OEM, Volkswagen of
South Africa, plans to increasingly use
lightweight components in the future.
The casting cell is ‘virtually’ controlled by a centrally located ABB robot
To achieve this objective they have
partnered with Zealous Automotive
local industry to explore opportunities to supply the automotive
Castings to manufacture 130 000 cam carriers for the local
OEMs. South Africa has the expertise to be a reliable supplier
EA 111 four-cylinder 1.4-litre Polo engine, each weighing
of aluminium castings and compete for large international
2.4 kilograms, over the next five years.
contracts,” said Graham Hardisty, COO of Zealous.
“To succeed with a project of this enormity and importance
“Planning started in 2007 and equipment was only ordered
you have to invest in the latest technology available. To this
in 2010. The first samples came off the line in May 2011
extent we have invested over R61 million rand in plant and
and these were only approved in January this year. Start of
equipment and have set a benchmark and challenge to the
production took place in March and will operate on 24 hours a
day in three shift systems five days a week,” continued
Hardisty.
“The essence of the whole manufacturing process is
automation, traceability and quality control. There are only two
occasions throughout where manual intervention occurs and
these are necessary visual inspections for identifying porosity
and defects that fall outside of the capabilities and
parameters of machinery,” explained Hardisty.
“In view of all these requirements that must be satisfied
in such a project it is a bonus that we have created 31 extra
positions in the company,” said Hardisty.

The core of the die casting cell is the
fully automated Buhler Carat 140L compact
two-platen hydraulic locking die casting system
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The casting cell
The core of the die casting cell is the fully automated
Buhler Carat 140L compact two-platen hydraulic locking die
casting system.
“The machine is the first of its kind in South Africa. The
squeeze pin technology incorporated allows us to cast the two
centre journals solid, something that has never been done

Once all operations have been completed in the casting cell
the casting is then removed from the inlet conveyor
by another robot which first rotates the casting before placing it
in a Tongtai Topper TMV-850A vertical machining centre
which machines out the solid cast centre journals

before locally and, is essential to the integrity of the casting,”
said Gary Coull, Zealous’ Technical Manager.
“Metal is supplied to the Buhler from a two ton Striko
dosing furnace. Depending on the downtime of the machine a
number of trial pre-shot operations are carried out until both
the die and metal are at the correct temperature. This is done
to eliminate any stress and porosity defects before the next
operation. Throughout we have these checks so as to halt
unnecessary operations being carried out on scrap castings
further down the line. We refer to this as process security,”
explained Coull.

The automatic work in progress
conveyor system that holds
2 400 castings or approximately
two and half days production

“The casting cell is ‘virtually’ controlled by a centrally
located ABB robot which extracts the component from the
Buhler before pausing in front a set of sensors that check for
the completeness of the casting. The robot then moves the
casting to a quench tank followed by a positioning on the
cut-off saw for removing of the runners and overflow. It then
moves the casting to a Jendamark flatness jig that checks for
flatness and that there are no broken cores or distortion.”
“At the same station a Borries marking system is inscribing
a dot matrix which includes such information as part number,
date and time as well as a consecutive unique consequential 
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Stainless steel media is used in the shot blasting
process to achieve a certain roughness to
the face of the casting, all to VW specification

The machining cell is housed
in a facility where machining
and dimensional inspection
is conducted in a controlled
atmosphere with positive
pressure for temperature
stability so that machining is
controlled to micron
specifications. The castings
are first fed into three
identical Tongtai Topper
HA-500 double pallet
horizontal machining centres.
Each machine performs the
same operations such as
facing and machining of the
oil channels before a robot
turns the casting around in a horizontal orientation for machining of the chain and
exhaust sides of the casting. Each pallet accommodates two castings and sensors record
which side of the pallet the casting is placed on and to which machine it is assigned

number. This ensures traceability throughout the
manufacturing process and the component’s life.”
“Assuming there is process stability the casting is then
moved to the Technopress clipping press which clips any
excess flash and trims the cored holes. From there it is placed
on an automatic inlet conveyor. All these operations are
carried out by the same ABB robot.”
“The casting is then removed from the inlet conveyor by
another robot which first rotates the casting before placing it
in a Tongtai Topper TMV-850A vertical machining centre which
machines out the solid cast centre journals.”
“Once this operation is completed the robot removes the
casting from the Tongtai and transfers it to an outlet conveyor.
Here the first human visual inspection takes place for visual
defects like cold flow, flaking, and porosity in the centre
journals before the casting is placed on an automatic work in
progress conveyor system that holds 2 400 castings or
approximately two and half days production.”
Before visual inspection takes place one in ten castings
undergo a complete x-ray inspection using 17 different
orientations.
Machining and final inspection process
Before entering the machining cell, which is
housed in a facility where machining and
dimensional inspection is conducted in a controlled
atmosphere with positive pressure for temperature
stability so that machining is controlled to micron
specifications, the casting enters a shot blasting unit.
Stainless steel media is used in the shot blasting
process to achieve a certain roughness to the face
of the casting, all to VW specification.

The castings are then fed into three identical Tongtai
Topper HA-500 double pallet horizontal machining centres.
Each machine performs the same operations such as facing
and machining of the oil channels before a robot turns the
casting around in a horizontal orientation for machining of
the chain and exhaust sides of the casting. Each pallet
accommodates two castings and sensors record which side
of the pallet the casting is placed on and to which machine
it is assigned.
Like the casting cell the robot is centrally situated and
moves the castings when an operation or cycle is completed.
Synchronisation with the machining centres is all
pre-programmed, ensuring optimal process performance.
After this initial machining the castings are transferred to a
special purpose Tongtai Topper CNC machine, which does a
rough boring, fine boring and measuring operation through the
journals before completing a fine bore, while maintaining a
14 micron tolerance.
Full statistical process controls are carried out in-line,
within the SPM, throughout the machining process.
If dimensions start to go out of tolerance the machine will
automatically stop for potential tool change.
Another robot
then transfers the
castings to a Tongtai
Topper CNC brushing
machine that deburrs
all the machined faces
to a certain roughness,
again according to
VW specification.
From there the
castings are conveyed
to a washing machine.
Drying takes place
under vacuum,
Above: All castings pass through a
which allows the
washing machine. Drying takes place
water molecules to
under vacuum, which allows the
be ‘boiled’ off.
water molecules to be ‘boiled’ off
Left: After the initial machining the castings are transferred to a
special purpose Tongtai Topper CNC machine, which does a rough
bore operation through the journals before completing a fine bore.
Full statistical process controls are carried out in-line throughout the
machining process. If dimensions start to go out of tolerance the
machine will automatically stop for potential tool change. Another
robot then transfers the castings to a Tongtai Topper TMV-720A I CNC
vertical machining centre that machines all the machined faces
to a certain roughness, again according to VW specifications
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An in-line Jendamark auto-inspect system, still within the controlled
atmosphere facility, carries out three different checks namely the
cam bores are dimensionally checked, a high pressure oil gallery test
and lastly a low pressure cavity pressure test

Castings are moved via a gantry system. Rejection parameters
have been pre-programmed so as to allow for rejected components
to be conveyed to a holding area where management can solve
any problems and take corrective action

Although each casting has had some critical quality checks
and inspections by the time they reach this stage there is still
more to be carried out. An in-line Jendamark auto-inspect
system, still within the controlled atmosphere facility, carries
out three different checks namely the cam bores are
dimensionally checked, a high pressure oil gallery test and
lastly a low pressure cavity pressure test.
Castings are moved via a gantry system. Again rejection
parameters have been pre-programmed so as to allow for
rejected components to be conveyed to a holding area where
management can solve any problems and take corrective action.
If all three tests are passed the casting then goes for a
second and last visual inspection and is then sent for packing
via a conveyor. Each container has full traceability so if one is
needed to be quarantined it can be easily identified.
“In essence this project has shown that Zealous has
become a strategic partner with a major OEM. The facility that
we have installed is world class and able to manufacture
complex components. There is no reason why we can’t extend
our participation in similar projects in the future,” commented
CEO Steven Reid.

seen a distinct change of emphasis in recent years and now of
the six tons of castings produced every day, 70% of these are
aluminium. Over five tons of castings are delivered daily to
customers.
It was only in 1996 that the company re-established itself
in the aluminium die casting industry having disinvested in
1980, due to rationalisation and a strategic decision to
concentrate on the zinc die casting side of the business.
Today the Zealous Group of Companies is divided into two
major divisions - Zealous Pressure Castings established in
1970 and Zealous Automotive established in 2003.
In 2009 Zealous concluded an agreement with
Port Elizabeth based BEE investment company Ukuvula
Investment Holdings. Ukuvula acquired a 26% share in the
holding company Zealous Holdings.
Zealous Pressure Castings specialises in non-automotive
products and utilises a more traditional approach to
die casting which includes both a zinc and an aluminium
section. The zinc department currently has 13 machines in
operation ranging from 20T to 500T and has both hot and
cold chambers, and the aluminium department currently has
14 machines in operation, ranging from 60T to 700T
supported by a 1,5T Striko smelter.
“Entering the automotive OEM market in 2001 with a
Toyota contract and substantially increasing our footprint in
2004 with the VWSA LT3 engine project, the new company
Zealous Automotive was strategically developed and

Zealous Group of Companies
Zealous’ rise to become a major player in the South African
die casting industry has been meteoric to say the least.
The privately owned company was established in 1970 and
concentrated mainly on zinc castings, but the company has

The castings are also subject to GE's Inspection Technologies
Seifert X-CUBE Radioscopic Inspection System for
spot tests and inspection. The programmable system comes with
an integrated image enhancement system-Seifert VISTAPLUS
with the image enhancement system enabling the user
to make the correct inspection decisions
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Zealous currently supplies 70% of locally produced
high pressure castings direct to OEMs, utilising
Zealous Automotive
Castings have been
contracted to
manufacture 130 000
cam carriers for the
local EA 111
four-cylinder 1.4-litre
Polo engine, each
weighing 2.4 kilograms,
over the next five years

CMM measuring is carried out on a Mora Primus 8106

registered in 2003 to fill a niche market in South Africa with
a longer term view of export outside Africa. There are currently
seven die casting cells within this division capable of running
a 3-shift system six days a week, supported by a 2T/4T Striko
smelter,” commented Reid.
“The LT3 Project has run for eight years and has a total
of nine components with over 200 000 engines being built
for export. During this time we have developed a full
metallurgical laboratory and a metrology department
where we have access to 3D DCC measuring for full in-process
inspections and full machining capability on 17 CNC’s,
which include dedicated mills and lathes, making Zealous
a leader in supplying fully machined and assembled
aluminium components,” Reid continued.

approximately eight tons of metal to produce six tons of
castings per day. Major customers being supplied are
Volkswagen SA, ZF Lemforder, Pi Shurlok, Robert Bosh (SA)
and Bonding Mode.
Zealous Pressure Castings achieved ISO TS 16949 in
November 2001, is SABS certified and Zealous Automotive
was re-certified under TUV in September 2006.
“In short, Zealous offers our customers a long-term
relationship, utilising world-class technology with industry
accepted processes and up-to-date equipment. This is
supported by high calibre skills, available capacity and
stable supply of quality components at cost competitive
prices,” continued Reid.
“The recent agreement with Ukuvula ensured our
BBBEE credentials, and paved the way forward for even
bigger growth opportunities,” concluded Reid.
For further details contact the Zealous Group of
Companies on TEL: 011 813 1130
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Ferrochrome sector’s looming destruction
is a national emergency
At the heart of the crisis is South Africa’s inability to set prices
for commodities of which it has the lion’s share of reserves.

T

he past few weeks have been filled with worrying news of
the potential job losses that could result from severe
challenges facing South Africa’s platinum group metals
sector. An over supplied market, anaemic prices and high input
costs are just some of the core reasons behind the sector’s
problems. Sadly, the sector is merely the latest to experience
serious challenges in the bigger story of the South African
mining industry facing a crisis.
In line with depleting reserves, the economic contribution of
the gold sector has been declining for years and the crisis in the
ferrochrome sector has reached a frightening precipice.
South Africa is the leading producer of all three commodities.
While the platinum sector is only announcing the suspension
of operations now, the ferrochrome sector has over the years
adapted itself to accommodate difficult economic conditions.
The platinum and ferrochrome "camps" are now locked in a
public row over the sale of unbeneficiated chrome ore to China.
The platinum sector argues the importance of chrome ore
by-product sales to its ailing business, while the ferrochrome
sector points to this as the cause of its demise.
In addition to being the world’s leading producer,
South Africa has more than 80% of the geological endowment
of both platinum and chrome. Both sectors are home-grown
industries with significant value chains.
In the case of platinum, the difficulty lies in adapting its
high fixed-cost supply base to match an ailing European market.
In the case of ferrochrome, the difficulty lies in the rampant
growth of cheap unbeneficiated chrome ore exports to China.
The global chrome ore market is in oversupply, a situation
set to degenerate further, given plans by some platinum
producers to increase exports of chrome ore by-products by up
to 81% in the coming year. With China currently holding about
3-million tons of chromite ore stockpiles, chrome ore prices are
expected to plummet further. What is to be done?
An intervention that looks at some of South African mining’s
fundamental problems and immediately correcting them is now
necessary. At the heart of the crisis is South Africa’s inability to
set prices for commodities of which it has the lion’s share of
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global reserves. Platinum and chrome are in this category.
However, transitioning to setting the price requires greater
co-operation and a shared vision between miners and the
government, as legislative or institutional arrangements are
necessary to do so.
The idea of a commodity exchange has been put forward
recently by Dr Iraj Abedian, economic adviser to Mineral
Resources Minister Susan Shabangu. While suggestions should
be encouraged, an exchange does not in itself resolve an
immediate oversupply problem or poor management of supply
and demand economics by sector players.
An exchange could rather amplify the situation with an
even greater amount of chrome ore being made available for
dispatch, unbeneficiated, out of the country.
It also does not automatically play into the longer-term
industrialisation objectives of producing countries such as South
Africa. It can only work if the principles and rules upon which it
is founded are designed to encourage local beneficiation and to
position South Africa as a price-setter rather than a price-taker.
Ferrochrome producers have united and asked for an export
tax as an immediate intervention to encourage domestic
beneficiation of ore. Some have criticised the ferrochrome
producers’ proposal, saying the Chinese would simply buy it
elsewhere. This view is misleading. Apart from there not being a
single chrome project anywhere else in the world that can
replace the millions of tons South Africa currently ships to
China, most of the few other chrome-producing countries
already tax the export of unbeneficiated ore. Zimbabwe has
stopped exporting it altogether; India charges $90 a ton, while
Kazakhstan also imposes a tax on the export of chrome ore.
South Africa is the only jurisdiction with an "anything goes"
attitude and the results of this are beginning to show.
Current ferrochrome smelting capacity utilisation is less
than 65% and falling fast. It is only a matter of time before
retrenchments become the only option. Market position lost
will be difficult to reclaim, making the prospect of the
de-industrialisation of the ferrochrome sector very real.
This will have grave social consequences, and worsen the

disaffection already caused by high unemployment and poverty.
Some fear that China will retaliate if South Africa insists on
supporting its own beneficiation first. This fear is unfounded.
The two countries have a bilateral agreement that specifically
commits China to beneficiating minerals it imports from South
Africa within the borders of our country. What we have is partly
a result of this bilateral agreement not being implemented.
Simply following up on it administratively should not cause
problems between the two countries. In any case, China levies
heavy taxes on the export of ferrochrome from its shores
because it wants to support its own stainless steel industry.
The export levy is proposed as an interim measure to allow
the formulation of a
longer-term solution by the
government, integrated
ferrochrome producers,
chrome miners, platinum
producers and other affected
parties. The ferrochrome
producers have suggested
that a longer-term solution
be devised around
encouraging the local
consumption of UG2 chrome
ore by-products from the
platinum sector, and the
responsible management of
ore supplied to China.
There is absolutely no
sense in allowing the
platinum and chrome sectors
to engage in a struggle that
will end in a "no-win" situation
for both. Using by-product
chrome ore sales to shore up
an inherently weak industry
position does nothing to
resolve the fundamental
problems of the platinum
sector. Continued chrome
ore oversupply will simply
delay the inevitable.
All stakeholders have a
responsibility to find
solutions that will support
the sustainability of both the
ferrochrome and
platinum sectors. Organised
labour in the form of the
National Union of
Mineworkers has already
bemoaned the effects of
unregulated chromite ore
exports — asking the
government to intervene.
Many years have now
elapsed since this discussion
began but a conclusion
remains elusive, even though
there is great sympathy
within the government.
While a task team has
been formed by Shabangu
to deal with the platinum
sector’s challenges in recent
weeks, the ferrochrome
producers’ calls for
government intervention in

the past five years have failed to yield a similar response.
The imminent destruction of the ferrochrome sector should
be treated as a national emergency given its significant
economic contribution. We cannot afford to lose one of the
more than 200 000 direct and indirect jobs in the sector.
We also should not allow any further decline in the R42 billion
contribution the sector makes to SA’s gross domestic product.
Must we wait for another catastrophe before acting in an
already dire situation?
This is the view of Emmy Leeka, the CEO of Hernic Ferrochrome.
The article was first published in Business Day.
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Wolhuter summits Mount Kilimanjaro

E

very year, over 25 000 people set foot in Tanzania to
climb Mount Kilimanjaro, Africa's highest peak. Also the
tallest free-standing mountain in the world, Kilimanjaro
is a place of myth and folklore. Located just 325 km from the
equator, the mountain defies logic with its glaciated peak
As Ernest Hemingway wrote, Kilimanjaro is “as wide as all
the world, great, high, and unbelievably white in the sun.”

Mark Adcock, Colin Crick, Chris Jackson,
Clyde Niven and Mike Wolhuter
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Well-known and energetic foundryman Mike Wolhuter,
Managing Director of PDC and four friends visited the “Top of
Africa" when they summited Mount Kilimanjaro in August.
“Climbing Mount Kilimanjaro does not require any
technical skills or special equipment. However, the journey
is not to be taken lightly. You need to be well informed to
understand what lies ahead,” said Mike.
“At 5895 metres, Mount Kilimanjaro is the world’s highest
free-standing mountain. The trek to the summit is challenging
but enormously rewarding. Climbing Kilimanjaro is a unique
experience and from its summit, over four kilometres above
the surrounding plains, it’s even possible to see the curvature
of the earth.”
“We did the Machame route which took us four days to
summit. After reaching the summit it took two days to get
down from 5 895 metres down to 1 500 metres. The real
challenge is not so much the physical exertion but the lack of
oxygen at these high altitudes and the temperature of minus
15 degrees Celsius on the peak.”
“It was an amazing trip, all that we expected and much
more. We met some very interesting people on our journey
and all five of us, male and over 50 years of age, managed to
reach the summit. That is not bad when you consider that
60% of those attempting the climb are not able to summit
because of injuries and altitude sickness.”
For more information contact Mike on TEL: 033 397 5500
or email mikew@pdc.co.za

UJ initiative takes casting technologies
to the community
The University of Johannesburg’s (UJ’s) Metal Casting
Technology Station (MCTS) is using the art of metal casting to unlock
the potential of small local businesses in South Africa.

T

hrough an initiative called the Community Casting Project
(CCP), funded in part by the National Foundry Technology
Network (NFTN), the MCTS finds ways to empower local
jewellery manufacturers with casting technology, giving them
the opportunity to turn their craft into a commercially viable
business.
The CCP is aimed at helping rural and peri-urban women
and youth at different centres that are linked to local job
creation initiatives. The project leaders are called in to assess
the women’s work and determine ways to intervene with the
appropriate technology.
Under normal circumstances, craftwork, such as jewellery
making, becomes an expensive trade because of added costs
as a result of the time needed to make items. One of the many
ways that the CCP assists is by transferring mould making
and pewter casting skills and technology to speed up the
manufacturing process. The items can then be reproduced

at a faster rate, making the business a viable one.
It also turns the products into saleable items. “With rapid
technology, these women can make better, more intricate
items,” says MCTS station manager Farouk Varachia. “What we
would like to do for them is give their products added value.”
The CCP also provides the women with better materials
such as pewter and silica-based raw material, which is the
main ingredient of glass products. This enables the women to
branch out into making other products, like ornaments, further
empowering their businesses. “It opens up new and more
profitable markets,” says Varachia.
The MCTS was established on behalf of the Department
of Science and Technology, in 2004, under the UJ Faculty of
Engineering as a non-profit outreach institution. It is funded
by the Technology Innovation Agency and provides technology
transfer assistance to small, medium-sized and microenterprises
in the metal casting industry.
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South Africa is set to lose its 11% share
of the global silicomanganese market

A

ssore manganese director Jaco Venter, who was part
of a panel of speakers at Metal Bulletin Events’
fifth South African Ferro-Alloys conference, said
the loss would be a direct consequence of the decision of
mining giant BHP Billiton to close its South African
silicomanganese facility, according to a report in
Engineering News.
The closure decision, he said, was a direct consequence
of South Africa’s electricity issues.
While he expected South Africa’s market share of the
high-carbon ferromanganese market to rise, he pointed out
that the high-carbon market was not only half the size
of the silicomanganese market but was also set to grow
at a considerably slower rate than the silicomanganese
market.
South Africa would thus find itself growing into a market
that had less short-term growth potential.
Asia Minerals project director David Wellbeloved,
who chaired the manganese debate, said that
silicomanganese had always been less profitable per
megawatt hour of installed plant capacity than
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ferromanganese.
As a result of South Africa’s electricity prices increasing
so steeply, the economics of producing silicomanganese in
South Africa no longer made sense.
Rather than export manganese ore alone, Wellbeloved
advocated the local production and export of manganese
alloy.
Venter also cautioned against South Africans becoming
ore suppliers alone and predicted that China would become
a substantial importer of manganese alloy in about five years’
time.
Silicomanganese (SiMn), a ferroalloy with high contents
of manganese and silicon, is made by heating a mixture
of the oxides manganese oxide (MnO2), silicon dioxide
(SiO2), and iron oxide (Fe2O3), with carbon in a furnace.
They undergo a thermal decomposition reaction. It is used
as a deoxidizer and an alloying element in steel.
The standard grade silicomanganese contains 14 to 16%
of silicon, 65 to 68% of manganese and 2% of carbon.
The low carbon grade SiMn has carbon levels from
0.05 to 0.10%.

New metallurgical testing company
hits the road running using advanced
communication techniques

“O

bsolescence—being left behind by today’s
fast-changing technology—should be a concern for
both the employee and employer,” says Graham
Knight who launched his company Metallurgical Testing Labs
(MTL) in July. “Although the concept of Metallurgical Testing
Labs was born in early 2009, the opportunity to launch my own
company only arose this year," continued Graham Knight.
Graham is well known within the metallurgical fraternity as
he is affiliated with the South African Institute of Foundrymen
(SAIF) in the capacity of a consultant, service provider and
lecturer.
“Electronic technology has advanced in leaps and bounds,
which has the potential of providing a significant advantage
through enhancing the service satisfaction between the
company and its clients through effective communication. We
have embraced and invested in this technology from day one,
which has put us at the forefront of companies operating in this
field. In essence we are aiming to become the first metallurgical
testing company in South Africa to operate under a paperless
environment whilst at the same time allowing a client the
opportunity to view where his material or component is in the
testing or verification process,” explained Knight.
Proper verification of materials and components provides
valuable information on a material’s ability to perform and
endure, and this information can ensure that items from chairs
to bridges are made of the best material for the job. In essence
it proves the ever sought after “fit for use” concept.
Materials verification is a fundamental yet essential element
in analysing component properties and can be accomplished
through a multitude of methods and techniques. Determining
material properties provides insight to the performance,
durability, strength, flexibility and capabilities of a variety of
material types—from raw materials to prepared specimens and
finished goods. Mechanical material verification methods can
be used on metals, plastics, ceramics, cements, elastomers,
composites and even foods. Manufacturing, research and
quality control depend heavily on these
techniques for the critical
measurements of material properties.
Materials verification is not a new
science by any means; testing of
various materials, for example, tools,
dates back to ancient times using
simple methods. As global
industrialization began in the 18th
century, more refined machines and
techniques were developed in reaction
to structural failures and the need to
design sufficient material integrity into
components. Early industrial designs
included methods such as the scratch
hardness test and the load-pulling
machine. These eventually became
more widely accepted for design and
manufacturing use. More recently, in
the mid to late 20th century, as the
electronic and computer age
blossomed, the resultant advances in
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hardware and software have led to much more sophisticated
materials testing equipment that can quickly, reliably—and with
extreme precision—provide valuable data and material properties.
Methods
Several methods exist for performing material analysis;
generally, these can be grouped into five basic categories:
compression, hardness, impact, tensile and torsion testing.
These techniques are typically destructive in nature, as the
material tested is mechanically altered or tested to the point of
destruction. Each of these test types may be used for a variety
of applications and may be performed exclusively or in
combination with the others depending on engineering and or
specification requirements as found in international
specification documents.
An important challenge in designing and implementing a
materials test instrument and method is ensuring the ability to
meet an engineering design specification while also complying
with an array of international standards such as ASTM, ASME,
AWS, ISO and DIN. Such standards govern not only the test
process, but also the specifications and parameters that test
instruments must operate under.
NDT
Non-destructive testing (NDT), or nondestructive evaluation
(NDE), is a method of materials testing that assesses the
characteristics of a component without altering or destroying it.
NDT is important in the materials testing industry where quick,
dependable information on finished or raw material is needed.
This may occur during the production stage, during the service
life of a material or product, or as a diagnostic tool in the event
of material failure.
NDT is contrary to destructive testing such as tensile or
bend testing where critical material properties are determined
through achieving specimen failure. While destructive testing is
intrinsically more revealing, it is costly to a manufacturing
operation due to material loss and,
for obvious reasons, it is not suitable
for in-service material testing.
Application uses for NDT cover a
comprehensive range of material and
industries such as automotive,
aerospace, construction and a
multitude of manufacturing types.
A classic example of NDT at work is
testing for weld defects at manufacture
and periodically during service life of
the welded material through methods
such as dye penetration, ultrasonic
inspection and x-ray inspection to
name a few. Other typical applications
include crack detection in aircraft skins,
surface flaws in pipes or bar, and
evaluation of heat treating of product.
NDT has also become a valuable
tool in the research and development
field where quick, reliable data can
provide vital information on materials.

Typical types of NDT include ultrasonics, eddy current,
rebound and ultrasonic contact impedance. Hardness testing
by diamond or ball indentation also is—although sometimes
arguably—considered a form of NDT, as in most cases the
material only is indiscernibly affected. The force applied in a
hardness test correlated either with the depth of indent or with
area of indent provides a measurement of hardness. Typically
the properties and usefulness of the material is not
compromised. Microhardness testing is the best example of a
nondestructive hardness test.
MTL
Material testing as carried out at MTL can be divided into
the following categories. Most of these tests would fall into the
category of destructive testing:
• Tensile testing
• Impact testing
• Hardness testing
• Chemical analysis
• Micro structural analysis
• Macroscopic evaluation
• Failure analysis/investigation
• Procedure/welder qualification
• Material verification
“MTL is in the process of acquiring a sought after quality
accreditation. We are unconditionally committed to the
development, implementation, maintenance and continual
improvement of an effective and professional laboratory
management system, which complies with the requirements of
SANAS 17025:2005 and ISO 9001:2000. Our documentation
was submitted in July 2012. Whilst waiting for this "stamp of
approval" from the quality regulators, MTL still applies all of its
procedures as if it was already governed by this quality
accreditation,” said Knight.
Metallurgical students
“There is a desperate need for experienced and competent
metallurgical engineers. There are a number of up and coming
metallurgical engineers fresh from university who cannot find
positions because of their lack of experience.”
“The concept of filtering metallurgical students through a
company where they would be placed in an environment and
be exposed to the technical side of metallurgy was part of my
original strategy. The aim is to bridge the gap between supply
and demand. Demand being industries need for experienced
metallurgical engineers and supply being the overwhelming
number of graduated students seeking employment. The primary
function is to bridge this gap, offering specific services to
industry that will benefit them as well as upcoming students.”
“At MTL they would be able to apply the knowledge that
they had picked up through their studies in a practical manner
thereby exposing them to the "experience factor". The aim
once again is, together with the assistance of industry, bridge
this gap and inject competent metallurgists into the market
where they, after a time spent employed at MTL, would become
a valuable asset to the company that they would ultimately be
employed by.”
“Our vision is to empower the youth whilst still providing
accurate and reliable results which is why our SANAS
accreditation is so vitally important. This accreditation ensures
that results are validated and signed off by SANAS approved
technical signatories who have been evaluated and deemed
competent,” concluded Knight.
For further details contact Graham Knight of Metallurgical
Testing Labs on TEL: 011 452 4541 or email Graham@mtlabs.
co.za or visit www.mtlabs.co.za
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Endress+Hauser Group CEO Klaus Endress
inaugurates Pyrotemp production facility

I

The group is targeting growth of 8% this year and, according to
t was just over 18 months ago that process automation
Endress, the Group is on the way to reaching this target with it
company Endress+Hauser invested over R20 million in
currently being less than 1% below that target.
a new production facility for its Pyrotemp division in Apex,
Endress noted that, while many saw Europe as a saturated
Benoni, east of Johannesburg. The new production and office
market, the weak euro and strong industry benefited the group
facilities were not only designed to increase production capacity
with orders rising 4 % already this year. As most of Europe’s
but also to improve and set new standards in the area of
industries were export orientated and supplying products to
high-temperature applications. The Pyrotemp division
other developing markets, Endress+Hauser was experiencing
manufactures a range of thermocouples, resistance
growth in demand for its products.
temperature detectors and thermowells.
In the Americas, the group was seeing double digit growth
The facility has since expanded and was completed in May
for the third consecutive year. In Latin America, the growth
this year and was officially opened in August 2012 when the
potential was good, but political instability was a challenge.
company held a function to mark the occasion. Endress+Hauser
The oil and gas industries in the Middle East were also
Group CEO Klaus Endress inaugurated the 2 500 m² facility
driving good growth for the group in that region. Further, the
with the unveiling of a sculpture in bronze created by Swiss
growth prospects in Asia were mixed, with demand in India
artist Bruno Gutshauser. The sculpture, in the form of a wheel,
developing and Korea showing strong growth.
represents loyalty and responsibility for customers, associates
However, while China’s gross domestic product continued
and shareholders, solidly interlinked and well-balanced,
to increase, growth in the instrumentation and automation
assuring that the system keeps on performing and the wheel
industry was decreasing, said Endress.
turning. This same statue can be seen at a number of
Meanwhile, the Australian and African markets were also
Endress+Hauser facilities around the world.
profitable, with the group recording double-digit growth in these
Endress+Hauser Pyrotemp was established in 2007, when
regions so far this year. Endress noted that the mining industry
the Endress+Hauser Group acquired a majority interest in
in Africa was providing good growth for the group.
Boksburg based Pyrotemp Services. The company had a small
“Africa is a sleeping part of the world. Growth is not moving
manufacturing facility in Witfield, Boksburg, but, owing to space
fast, but the potential is big and untapped,” commented Endress.
constraints, moved to the Apex industrial area, in Benoni, in
South African MD Rob MacKenzie added that the group’s
May 2010.
South African subsidiary was seeing good growth from the
One significant element of Endress+Hauser’s
mining industry in the rest of Africa, particularly in Zambia, the
manufacturing concept has been the creation of local
Democratic Republic of Congo and Tanzania. He also stated
manufacturing and/or assembly centres known as Associated
that there was strong growth in the food and water industries in
Production Centres (APC) in strategic countries of the world to
both South Africa and the rest of Africa and that the Group had
maximise the economic and logistic advantages of that region.
a record year in supplying the water sector.
For example they have flow and level APCs in the USA, India
Endress+Hauser was founded in Switzerland in 1953 by
and China.
George Endress and Ludwig Hauser. Today the Endress+Hauser
Within the next 12 months Endress+Hauser Pyrotemp
Group is a global leader in the provision of measurement
plans to locally manufacture 75% of all temperature
instrumentation and automation solutions for industrial
sensors sold by the company in South Africa.
process engineering.
To attain this figure the
It consists of a network of
company intends to spend a
legally independent
further R20 million on new
companies, managed and
equipment for the facility.
coordinated by a holding
Equipment that is still to be
company in Reinach,
delivered includes a gun drilling
Switzerland. The group
machine, which is being
comprises 75 companies
imported from Mollart, in the UK,
in 38 countries, which
and a machining centre, which
operate 19 production
will be imported from Japan.
centres in Switzerland,
This equipment is expected to
Germany, France, the UK,
arrive in early 2013.
Italy, China, Japan, India,
The Apex facility has already
Czechia and the USA.
received ISO 9001 accreditation,
At the end of 2006,
while ISO 14001 and ISO 19001
Endress+Hauser employed
accreditation is expected to be
7,045 people, generating
obtained in early 2013. Further,
Endress+Hauser Group CEO Klaus Endress inaugurated the
the facility’s calibration laboratory
€985.2 million.
2 500 m² facility with the unveiling of a sculpture in bronze created
is also expected to soon
The Pyrotemp division is
by Swiss artist Bruno Gutshauser. The sculpture, in the form of a
become ISO 17025 certified.
run by GM Chris Gimson and
wheel, represents loyalty and responsibility for customers,
CEO Klaus Endress believes
currently employs 24 people.
associates and shareholders, solidly interlinked and well-balanced,
that, despite the continuing
For further details contact
assuring that the system keeps on performing and the wheel turning.
global economic and political
Endress+Hauser
on
This same statue can be seen at a number of Endress+Hauser
turmoil, the group will continue
TEL: 011 262 8000 or visit
facilities around the world. Klaus Endress is seen with the
to be successful and grow.
www.za.endress.com
Pyrotemp division GM Chris Gimson on the right
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South African foundries producing
high chromium white irons receive funding for
measured datasets for eight alloys

S

outh African foundries producing high chromium
white irons have received funding for recording
measured datasets for eight alloys from the NFTN.
The project, which was initiated by Ametex, consists of a
consortium of users of MAGMA 5 casting process simulation
software.
For a long time foundries producing high chromium white
irons were not able to fully and accurately predict this material
class because measured computer databases never existed.
Thanks to the funding South African foundries can now benefit
from accurate data in order to simulate high chrome irons for
pouring and solidification.
Measuring hot metal is not easy and not easily repeatable,
both in foundries and laboratories. The human factor increases
the risk of not achieving the desired quality and scarce skills
today make producing quality castings more difficult. The
demand for accurate simulation has never been greater and
measuring material properties for this end has always proven
to make a marked increase in casting quality.
The measured datasets allow the possibility of simulating
high chrome irons accurately. Further possibilities are to
use advanced solvers to map convection throughout the
solidification process and eventually map the chemical
composition for each casting. This will allow foundries to
understand potential cracking during and after the casting
process as well as modify methods to reduce associated
costs.
The advantages of measured thermo-physical properties
provide more accurate simulation flow and solidification
processes in casting. Density (Rho), Thermal Conductivity
(lambda) and specific heat (Cp) are some of the basic
properties governing how materials behave. These plus
casting specific properties when measured provide an
accurate basis for simulation to calculate complex casting
processes. An extra set of properties is to simulate convection
and macro-segregation during solidification. Mapping of
carbon, chromium and other elements also allows for better
prediction of wear resistant properties as well as optimisation
of methods for machining and heat treatment.
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A future benefit for South African foundries producing
high chromium irons is the establishment of the EffSAFound
programme. This programme will allow foundries to
make use of the software that provides information on
simulation of the complete casting and post casting process,
including as cast properties, heat treatment and
machining, which can be simulated with thermo-mechanical
properties.
For further details contact Ametex on TEL: 011 914 2540

R.C. Systems
celebrates 25 years
R.C. Systems’ origins date back to 1987 when Rob van Niekerk
started his business providing electrical engineering services to
manufacturing companies in the Gauteng area.

T

oday the company has grown considerably and besides
offering the electrical engineering services now also
manufactures equipment for the electrical, foundry and
electroplating industries.
“I started the company, with my wife Claire, having
served my apprenticeship as a power electrician with the
South African Railways. I then educated myself in the
evenings to achieve a Higher National Diploma in
Heavy Current Engineering in the late seventies,” explained
Rob.
“I then joined the now liquidated Davcor Engineering
in 1984, specialising in installing PLC controls in the
foundry equipment manufactured by the company. As far
back as 1985, this was quite innovative technology at the
time.”
“Once I started my own company I still contracted back
to Davcor for the next fifteen years, and worked very closely
with the late Courtney Jane, who was married to my sister.
We developed some amazing machines and he really was the
most innovative thinker, always applying sound engineering
principles. Courtney taught me an immeasurable amount of
valuable lessons in my life, both on the engineering and
personal side.”
Manufacture, servicing and repairs of foundry equipment
“It was during this period that I built up my experience
in manufacturing foundry equipment with the focus on
core making machinery. However we do not only offer new
machines in this area, we also offer repairs and servicing.”

“However I am not limited to only manufacturing core
making machinery. Other equipment manufactured for the
foundry industry includes:
• Compaction tables
• Pneumatic conveying systems
• Dust collection units
• Reclamation plants
• Classifier units
• Continuous mixers.
“We also offer repairs and servicing for this equipment
as well.”
“Sadly once Courtney died in 2002 the Davcor
business dried up and the company was subsequently
liquidated.”
“I had in the mean time become more involved in
primarily doing industrial electrical control systems on
hydraulic equipment for a large German based company
and had very little involvement in the foundry industry for a
while. We ended up losing our intellectual property to this
company, and have learnt that there is not much a small
company can do to protect itself from this happening in
South Africa.”
“Fortunately we have also been involved in the
electroplating industry offering heating and cooling
applications for plating tanks and level control, as well
as materials handling systems.”
“Other business includes numerous projects for dust
control applications using PLC’s for air flow control on

Examples of projects that R.C. Systems has completed recently
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“Lately we have applied my foundry expertise to manufacturing equipment
with the focus being on energy savings where possible.”
large ducting systems and filter cleaning applications.”
“In addition we have extended our experience in the
steel industry with the installation of controls for taphole
equipment. Here our clients include Highveld Steel,
ArcelorMittal and many of the Samancor plants.”
“The company is involved from the beginning on the
electrical system aspect and we offer a total turnkey
solution of system design,
software programming,
MCC panel manufacture
and installation. We use
various PLC equipment
in our installations
including Mitsubishi,
Modicon, Siemens, Allen
Bradley and Omron.”

stalwarts have shown great determination and commitment in
ensuring the continuity of the company. The capability and
level of expertise that they produce gives us great pride in
witnessing many of the projects, which come together to make
a well-functioning final product,” concluded Rob.
For further details contact R.C. Systems on
TEL: 011 425-4273

Energy saving
foundry equipment
“Lately we have
applied my foundry
expertise to
manufacturing
equipment with the
focus being on energy
savings where possible.
Furthermore, we
specialise in power factor
correction equipment
which can be a large
saving if installed
correctly. This is very
relevant today because
the input costs of energy
are becoming one of the
biggest challenges facing
the foundry industry at
the moment.”
“One of the more
successful installations
in this area has been
the manufacture and
installation of equipment
at the Germiston foundry
Knight Sales.”
“My son Byron joined
the company in 2008
and is currently doing his
apprenticeship. In total
we have 10 technical
staff members with some
of them having been
with us for as long as
20 years.”
“The amount of hands
on experience we have
gained over the last
25 years cannot be
quantified in terms of
value. We have a small
but dedicated staff
compliment. My son
Byron and the staff
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Airbus to partner with CSIR and Aerosud on
breakthrough titanium manufacturing processes
New technique has potential to dramatically cut aircraft
component production costs.

A

irbus, South Africa’s CSIR and Aerosud have agreed to
partner on a research project to test the application of
titanium powder-based Additive Layer Manufacturing
(ALM) for the fabrication of large and complex aerospace
components.
The titanium ALM project is the latest in a series of Airbus
Research & Technology partnerships established under a 2006
agreement with the Department of Science & Technology.
It will see Airbus, supported by EADS Innovation Works,
cooperating with Aerosud (the South African aerostructures
manufacturer) and the CSIR’s National Laser Centre (NLC).
Together, they will test and evaluate this radical new approach
as it is applied to producing larger-scale titanium parts at high
speed by using the NLC’s expertise in high-powered lasers and
laser-based manufacturing expertise.
If successful, the project could have significant cost and
environmental efficiency ramifications for airlines, aircraft
operators, the aerospace and other manufacturing industries
in addition to boosting South Africa’s minerals beneficiation
strategy.
“ALM involves forming an object from powder, which is
arranged in layers and fused by high-speed lasers. It is a
process completely devoid of bulk machining, cutting and
welding thereby minimizing waste and optimizing the
manufacturing process. It’s like printing in 3D,”

Department of Science & Technology.
The project is central to South Africa’s national
titanium beneficiation strategy, which aims to transform
the country from an exporter of raw materials to an
exporter of semi-finished or finished goods which can be
sold at a premium compared with the material in its
raw state.
Current manufacturing relies on traditional milling and
machining where components are cut and carved out of a
metal billet, a process that typically sees up to 95 percent of
expensive raw material going to waste. In contrast, the
ALM technique minimizes material wastage by building up a
component from powder, with the optimal amount of material
being consumed in the process. Any powder left over can be
dusted off and used again. The potential cost savings in raw
materials could potentially amount to millions of dollars on
every jetliner built. In addition, the weight savings are likely to
result in significant cost savings and reduced emissions
through lower fuel consumption.
About Airbus’s research & technology network
Since the introduction of jet engine aircraft, the air
transport industry has achieved enormous improvements in
economic efficiency and the environmental performance of
aircraft, eg. in the past 40 years, the industry has cut

If successful, the project could have significant cost
and environmental efficiency ramifications for airlines, aircraft operators,
the aerospace and other manufacturing industries
explained the CSIR’s Mr. Hardus Greyling, project coordinator
of project Aeroswift at the CSIR.
Aerosud and the CSIR NLC have been developing the
innovative ALM approach under the Department of
Science & Technology-funded Aeroswift project. Initial
proof-of-concept studies were carried out a few months ago
and based on the results a decision was made to construct a
full scale prototype system to demonstrate the technology.
This technology will allow the production of large geometrically
complex items. “Typically focusing on parts which are
prohibitively expensive or impossible to make using
traditional methods,” said Aerosud Managing Director,
Dr Paul Potgieter.
“There is no doubt that ALM is changing the small-scale
component manufacturing landscape and with Airbus joining
the partnership, it will be possible to test and evaluate the
manufacturing process on large components for passenger
jetliners,” explained Dale King, Airbus Senior Manager
International Research & Technology Projects.
“The above-mentioned projects have been supported
through research and technology development funding
grants of approximately R65 million over the last six years
from the Department of Science and Technology”
said Mr Beeuwen Gerryts, Chief Director at the
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fuel burn and CO2 emissions by 70%, NOx emissions by 90%
and noise by 75%. During that time, innovation has been a
key driver in Airbus’s success.
Environmental and safety considerations are an integral
part of Airbus’s activities and a key priority in developing new
techniques, products and processes. Through innovation and
out-of-the-box thinking, Airbus will continue to ensure that air
travel continues to be one of the safest and most eco-efficient
means of transport.
Through its Research & Technology (R&T) network,
Airbus is working with governments, industries, research
institutes and universities around the world, including
South Africa, to find the best solutions that can deliver
significant improvements, step-changes, in efficiency and
performance and that will benefit and contribute to the
growth of the industry on a global scale.
Airbus launched its South African R&T programme in
2006 under an agreement with the Department of
Science & Technology and the Dept of Trade & Industry.
Airbus’s South African R&T projects are coordinated through
the DTI’s National Aerospace Centre. Airbus has forged
partnerships with Stellenbosch University, WITS University,
University of Cape Town and various units of the CSIR,
working on a variety of projects.

KEW Foundries awarded ISO 9001
stamp of approval

K

EW Foundries, based in Kimberley, Northern Cape has
achieved ISO 9001-2008 Quality Management
certification having been independently assessed and
registered by SABS officials. The company held a function to
mark the occasion at the end of August 2012, which was
attended by representatives from the SABS, the Department
of Trade and Industry, the South African Institute of
Foundrymen and the Northern Cape Chamber of Industries,
as well as customers, suppliers and service providers.
The presence of all these role players was indicative of the
management of KEW’s belief that the way forward demands
a team effort, said the company.
“Although we have had a quality management system in
place for many years, we only started driving towards
ISO 9001 accreditation two years ago. In a design, foundry
or engineering environment ISO 9001 compliance is
extremely complex, and our operation consists of all three.
Our complete operation and product range is covered
by this accreditation,” explains John Bryson, Foundry
Director.
“This accreditation is testament to KEW’s unremitting
commitment to quality and its customers. We believe that
as the system becomes more entrenched we will attain
an even higher standard. In addition, it has been found that
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Proudly hoisting the ISO 9001 flag are KEW’s Pressings Foreman,
Lenny Whitten and Engineering Director, Jeff Palin

if ISO 9001 is applied diligently in an operation it contributes
substantially to cost savings,” adds Bryson.
It also demonstrates a willingness to work towards
improving efficiency and an existence of an effective
quality management system that satisfies the rigours of
any independent, external audit.
As a supplier of critical safety items to the global mining
industry, such as headgear sheave wheels, KEW Foundries
has been audited by the major mining houses over the years.
However, as the company is moving into markets that require
ISO 9001 accreditation as a prerequisite, it will add to its
marketability. “We are finding that more and more
South African institutions are also insisting that not only
OEMs are compliant, but their respective suppliers as well.
In many instances an ISO 9001 accredited company will
have precedence over a non-accredited company. In addition,
our accreditation will help our customers reference their
own quality rating.”
“With all the present initiatives in place the future of
the foundry industry in South Africa is more positive than
it has been for a long time, and we are confident of our
abilities to take advantage of the present climate.
Now that ISO 9001 is in place, we will start working
towards ISO 14001 and ISO 18001 accreditation,”
concludes Bryson.
KEW Foundries was established in 1891 and is
Africa’s sole manufacturer of cast headgear sheave
wheels. The company also offers an extensive range of
hand-moulded castings in grey and SG iron up to 7 tons
in weight, pressings and Cameron compressed air sludge
pumps. Supported by comprehensive design and
drafting facilities, including a dedicated pattern shop,
machine shop and laboratory, KEW Foundries serves a
host of South African and international mining and industrial
markets.
For further details contact KEW Foundries on
053 841 0474 or visit www.kewfoundries.co.za

MRA receive influx
of membership applications

T

he Metal Recyclers Association (MRA) held its 70th AGM
at the Rand Club, Johannesburg at the end of August,
which was attended by over 100 members and guests.
During his Chairman’s annual report Mike Wilson noted that
the association had received an influx of membership
applications, which was putting the MRA under enormous
administrative pressure.
“This year, we mark the historic occasion of the MRA's
70th AGM. Our success over these past seven decades
reflects the strength of the MRA’s mission, members, values
and culture, especially those that had the foresight and
energy to formalise an industry body such as ours.”
“However, with the introduction of the new Second Hand
Goods Act, the MRA has been put under enormous pressure
to process 69 new membership applications during this

The incoming executive and committee members of the MRA

calendar year alone. This time last year we had 100 members
and despite terminating a few members due constitutional
contraventions, membership numbers have now reached
165 with a further 40 applications pending.”
“The MRA is a voluntarily organisation run by its members,
with a half day secretary looking after the administrative
aspects. To become a member of the MRA is not just a case of
filling in an application form and then paying your membership
fee. Each applicant’s premises are inspected and certain
criteria have to be met, including meeting all legislative
requirements such as Second Hand Goods registration with
SAPS and VAT registration with SARS. In the past this was
handled by the executive but with the significant increase in
applications, and we expect many more, we have contracted
independent inspectors to conduct the site visits prior to
submitting the relevant information to the executive committee
before a company’s application is approved.”
“The executive have taken the decision to appoint a full
time manager to run the MRA on a more full time basis. We
are close to appointing someone to this position, which the
executive believes will be beneficial to all its members and
those involved in the industry going forward.”
“Besides the Second Hand Goods Act there are a number
of other issues that the MRA is involved in that effect its
members, such as the Waste Act, the hazardous materials
interest group, the proposed duties on scrap exports, just to
name a few. Having a full time manager in place will enable
the association to address these matters more timeously
and from an informed position. Improved interaction with
other industry bodies such as ours, remains on the
MRA’s agenda.”
The guest speaker after the AGM was Roger Baxter,
head of economics for the Chamber of Mines.

Rio Tinto completes Richards Bay Minerals acquisition

D

iversified giant Rio Tinto has doubled its holding in
Richards Bay Minerals (RBM) after it completed the
acquisition of fellow miner BHP Billiton’s 37% interest
for $1.7 billion.
In February, Rio and BHP announced that the two
companies had exercised an option for BHP to sell its interest
in RBM as part of a restructuring of the South African mineral
sands operation.
The acquisition price was $1.9 billion before contractual
adjustments for cash payments made by RBM to BHP.
This price includes $0.6 billion for BHP’s 37% equity interest
in RBM, $1 billion for a 50% interest in outstanding
RBM shareholder financing arrangements, and $0.3 billion
for a royalty stream.
Rio diamonds & minerals CEO Alan Davies said that
doubling the company’s stake in this tier-one asset further
strengthened Rio’s titanium dioxide portfolio at a time when
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the long-term outlook remained robust.
“Demand for feedstocks is expected to grow strongly,
needing the equivalent of a new operation the size of RBM
to be built every two-and-a-half years,” he added.
BHP, in turn, told shareholders that the divestment
reflected the company’s commitment to a simpler, more
scalable upstream portfolio.
RBM is one of the world’s lowest-cost producers and has
mineral resources to support 20 years of production. Rio Tinto
manages the RBM business and markets all of its products.
In 2011, RBM produced 14% share of global titanium
dioxide feedstock sales and 18% share of global zircon sales.
RBM’s revenues for 2011 were $1.2 billion, with 41%
generated from the sale of feedstocks.
A consortium of local communities and businesses, and
RBM employees own 26% of RBM, in line with South Africa’s
broad-based black economic-empowerment legislation.

international news

Bruker Elemental Ten years in optical emission spectrometry
Bruker Elemental has been developing optical emission spectrometers since 2002.

M

etal analysis instruments had already been on the
market for decades when the company was founded.
Nonetheless, the decision to start anew arose from
entrepreneurial vision, innovative know-how, and strategic
calculus, and ten successful years in the market are evident that
the ideas and concepts worked successfully. The opportunity
was taken to use decades of experience and the latest
technologies available, and to make it the starting point for a
modern spectrometer and a young, dynamic company. This
entrepreneurial spirit was rewarded with enormous growth and
rapid, worldwide demand for their innovative analysis systems.
The range includes:
• Optical emission spectrometers for metal analysis
from traces to high alloyed grades

•
•
•

Gas and combustion analysers for rapid determination
of C, S, O, N, H in Solids
Handheld XRF analysers for fast and easy grade
verification and metal analysis
Benchtop μXRF analysers for jewellery analysis
and coating thickness measurements

Spark optical emission spectrometers (S-OES) are the ideal
instruments for metal analysis. Optical emission spectrometers
cover the analysis of the chemical elements at the complete
range from sub-ppm to percentage levels from pure metals
trace analysis to high alloyed grades. All relevant elements can
directly be analysed simultaneously.
High-quality spark spectrometers enable metal analysis for
all metal industry process stages, from metal production
through processing and recycling.
Metal producing industries like foundries, steel, copper,
aluminium plants, and all kinds of fabricators in the automotive,
aviation, and home appliance industry, as well as inspection
companies, contract laboratories and metal recyclers use optical
emission spectrometers for process and quality control.
For more information, contact your nearest IMP branch,
Gauteng TEL: 011 916 5000,
Kwazulu Natal: TEL: 031 764 2821,
Western Cape: TEL: 021 852 6133,
Eastern Cape: TEL: 041 371 1925,
Free State TEL: 018 293 3333 or
Email: info@imp.co.za Website: www.imp.co.za

Clariant acquires Süd Chemie
with considerable changes

W

ith the billion euro acquisition of Süd Chemie, Clariant
has implemented the integration faster and more
rigidly than planned. As CEO of the chemical
enterprise, Hariofl Kottmann, has said in a conversation with
Financial Times Deutschland, more than two thirds of job cuts
will be carried out this year. The initial name and logo will be
changed and replaced with a new one. Süd Chemie began
operating as Clariant at the beginning of September in Germany.
Germany is the first country in which the integration of
Süd-Chemie AG has been legally completed. Since July 1,
2012, employees in the service functions have belonged to
Clariant SE, the European company that handles Clariant's
service functions for all EU countries and Switzerland. From now
on production, research and distribution staff are employed by
Clariant Produkte (Deutschland) GmbH. Due to differences in
regional conditions, the integration of all Süd-Chemie
companies worldwide will be completed on a step-by-step basis
by the end of 2013.
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Clariant announced its intention to acquire Süd-Chemie in
February 2011. The knowledge and experience within the two
companies will enable Clariant to further expand its leading
position in specialty chemicals. The new business units
Catalysis & Energy and Functional Materials will open up strong
growth prospects in leading future technologies.
As part of the acquisition, in February 2011 Clariant
reached agreements with the majority shareholder One Equity
Partners (50.4%) and the family shareholders (around 46%) to
acquire a total of 96.15% of the outstanding shares. The total
value of the transaction was EUR 2.0 billion (CHF 2.5 billion).
In November 2011 a General Meeting held by Süd-Chemie AG,
Munich, approved the transfer of all shares held by minority
shareholders to the majority shareholder Clariant AG,
Muttenz/Switzerland in exchange for reasonable cash
compensation (known as a squeeze-out) amounting to
EUR 125.26 per Süd-Chemie share. The squeeze-out
became effective in November 2011.

Airbus changes
alloy used in wings

A

irbus said efforts to lower the weight of the world's
largest airliner lay behind recent A380 wing cracks
and pledged to learn from mistakes that lay dormant
for a decade, as repair costs looked set to climb towards
500 million euros.
EADS subsidiary Airbus reported the cracks in January,
leading to checks on the worldwide fleet of A380s, which
authorities say are safe to fly.
Airbus Chief Executive Tom Enders said the discovery
inside the superjumbo's wings, where new lightweight
carbon-composite materials and traditional metal meet,
showed the difficulty of pushing technical boundaries in the
ultra-competitive industry.
“Certainly when it was designed some 10 years ago,
it was an innovation. We thought it was a great idea to make
wings lighter with a hybrid (of) carbon-fibre ribs and metal
ribs. It was supposed to bring a lot of weight reduction,
and to a certain extent it did,” Enders told a group of aviation
journalists.
The A380 was designed in the early part of the last
decade. At the time, the aircraft needed to lose weight,
in part because of efforts to make it quieter, which required
larger and heavier engine fans.
To drive down weight, a decision was made to mix metal
and lightweight carbon components inside the wings, but

technological leap towards new lightweight aircraft such as
the Boeing 787 Dreamliner and the future A350.
Boeing was hit with composite-related fuselage problems
on its 787 Dreamliner and had a potentially serious fire on a
787 test flight.
Both the 787 and A380 have been declared airworthy
but authorities have ordered a tighter timetable of
regular checks on the A380 until a permanent fix is
introduced.
A350 programme head Didier Evrard said extra fatigue
tests would be carried out on the company's future A350 test
planes during development.
The A380 cracks were found in L-shaped components
called rib feet, which connect the wing's skeleton to
the outer skin. Airbus said it had decided to change
the type of aluminium alloy used for the parts to one
less brittle.
It takes a year for completely fresh wings to work
though the production system, and it will not be before
2014 that entirely fresh aircraft will start rolling off assembly
lines.
Meanwhile, the cost of the mistakes made a decade
ago under a mainly different management team appears
to be rising.
EADS took 158 million euros of provisions for the cost of

“Certainly when it was designed some 10 years ago, it was an innovation.
We thought it was a great idea to make wings lighter with
a hybrid (of) carbon-fibre ribs and metal ribs. It was supposed to
bring a lot of weight reduction, and to a certain extent it did,”
Enders told a group of aviation journalists.
engineers could not tell how this would stand up to extreme
temperatures.
“We were confident at the time that we had mastered the
technology, that we were selecting the right materials (and)
understood their properties and the interface between carbon
fibre and metal,” Enders said.
“We found out the hard way that we didn't know
everything we should have before taking this decision.”
The willingness to tackle the issue head-on in his last
major media appearance before stepping up to chief
executive of parent EADS, contrasts with the industry's
usually conservative tone and marks efforts to draw a line
under a damaging episode for the world's largest civil aircraft
manufacturer.
People familiar with the matter said EADS and two groups
of auditors had been brought in to assist with an investigation
which Enders launched in February.
Airbus will also be looking for certainty that similar
problems could not crop up elsewhere.
The upheaval comes at a time when Airbus and rival
Boeing are investing billions of dollars in a more radical
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retrofitting planes already built, while getting ready for a
permanent fix in 2014.
Added to money paid out of an existing provision for
warranty repairs, the cost so far booked by EADS is
263 million euros, but figures supplied in technical media
briefings suggested the cost could rise by another two-thirds.
Provisions cover the 71 A380s in service by the end of the
first quarter, equivalent to 3.7 million euros per plane.
Executive vice-president Tom Williams said the total of
A380s in the pipeline that would likely need repairs before
the new solution made retrofitting unnecessary, was 120.
That implies a further 181 million euros of costs to be
accounted for, on 49 aircraft at the same rate per plane.
Developed at an estimated cost of 12 billion euros in
Britain, France, Germany and Spain, the A380 has room
on its wingspan of 79.8m to park 70 cars.
Airbus has sold 253 of the double-decker aircraft, listed
at $390 million each, and 74 A380s are in service.
Airbus officials said they were confident the A380 would
overcome the problems, and sales chief John Leahy
reiterated plans to sell 30 superjumbos in 2012.

Novel casting process could transform
how complex metal parts are made
Molding concept may speed investment casting.

L

arge area maskless photopolymerization (LAMP) builds a
ceramic mold directly from a CAD record, completing the
procedure faster and producing fewer wasted parts.
Investment casting remains the foundry industry’s cutting
edge, but it may yet get better — faster, and less cost-intensive.
Researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology have
developed a technology that could change how complex parts
are designed, speed up prototype development, and accelerate
production planning. Prof. Suman Das has developed an
all-digital approach that allows a part to be made directly from
its CAD model. The project has received $4.65 million in U.S.
Dept. of Defense funding from the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA.)
“We have developed a proof-of-concept system which is
already turning out complex metal parts, and which fundamentally
transforms the way that very high-value castings are made,”
according to Das, who directs the Direct Digital Manufacturing
Laboratory at Georgia Tech’s Manufacturing Research Center
(MaRC). “We’re confident that our approach can lower costs by
at least 25% and reduce the number of unusable waste parts
by more than 90%, while eliminating 100% of the tooling.”
The researchers are studying the way that investment-casting
molds are made — the ceramic investment process that
converts a wax shape into a ceramic mold. The Georgia Tech
researchers are particularly focused on investment cast parts
for turbine engine airfoils, working in collaboration with the
University of Michigan and PCC Airfoils, an Ohio investment
caster. Das pointed out that once a CAD model is finished there
are still several important steps to complete before a finished
part is ready, involving precision machining of dies and many
dozens of tooling parts. “The result is a costly process that
typically produces many defective molds and wasted parts

A series of ceramic
molds formed
by LAMP directly
from
CAD data

before a
useable
prototype is
achieved,”
Das said. “This trial-and-error development phase often
requires many months to cast a part that is accurate enough to
enter the next stage, which involves testing and evaluation.”
The new approach, called “large area maskless
photopolymerization” (LAMP), builds a ceramic mold directly
from a CAD record, completing the procedure faster and
producing fewer wasted parts. It’s a high-resolution, digital
process that projects bitmaps of ultraviolet light onto a mixture
of photosensitive resin and ceramic particles, and then
selectively cures the mixture to a solid so that the mold
structure is built accretively, layer by layer.
The LAMP technique layers 100-micron sheets of the
material on top of each other until the mold structure is
formed. Then, the cured resin is removed by binder burnout
and the ceramic that remains is sintered in a furnace. The
result is a fully ceramic mold that can receive molten metal to
form an accurate casting, even in difficult materials like
nickel-based superalloys or titanium-based alloys.
“The LAMP process lowers the time required to turn a CAD
design into a test-worthy part from a year to about a week,”
Das claimed. “We eliminate the scrap and the tooling, and
each digitally manufactured mold is identical to the others.”
Currently, a prototype LAMP alpha machine is building six,
typical turbine-engine airfoil molds in six
hours. Das predicted that a larger beta
machine, built at Georgia Tech and set for
installation at a PCC Airfoils, would produce
100 molds at a time in about 24 hours.
Although the focus now is on high-value
aerospace parts, the potential for highvolume production suggests applications
for many other types of precision metal
parts. And, such an impact on production
would influence both the design of metal
parts, with industrial and commercial
implications too, Das observed.
“This process can produce parts of a
complexity that designers could only dream
of before,” he said. “The digital technique
takes advantage of high-resolution optics
and precision motion systems to achieve
extremely sharp, small features — on the
order of 100 microns.”
Das also noted that the new process
Prof. Suman Das, of Georgia Tech’s School of Mechanical Engineering, holds
not only creates testable prototypes but
in his left hand a ceramic mold produced directly from digital designs using large area
also could be used in manufacturing,
maskless photopolymerization (LAMP) technology. In his right hand he holds
as a new entry to the field of rapid
a single-crystal, superalloy turbine airfoil cast using a similar ceramic mold.
Photo by Gary Meek, by courtesy of Georgia Institute of Technology
manufacturing.
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Investment casting + sand casting

I

nvestment casting continues to be the “cool” sort of
metalcasting, involving high-tech materials and proprietary
techniques, and favoured for producing high-precision parts for
cutting edge industries, like aerospace and medical equipment.
Investment casting also earns a lot of investment capital.
Now, sand casters may be able to snatch a bit of the magic.
The Southwest Research Institute, an independent research
center in San Antonio, working with the British foundry Grainger
and Worrall Ltd., has developed a technology for producing
heavily cored iron and steel castings in sand molds, but with cores
that combine sand mixtures and ceramic structures. According
to Marc Megel, assistant director of the Design Development
Dept. of SwRI’s Engine, Emissions and Vehicle Research Division,
“The Hybrid Ceramic-Sand Core Casting Technology will enable
casting of narrow, complex passageways in a way not previously
achievable with conventional iron casting techniques.”
Megel is listed as the principal developer of the technology
with Keith Denholm of Grainger and Worrall. Their three-year,
multi-phase research and development program set out to
establish a technology for casting heavy-duty diesel cylinder
heads that would achieve a higher-peak cylinder pressure than
current state-of-the-art engines.
Typically, cylinder heads are manufactured as sand castings;
it’s an affordable way to execute the high-volume production
programs, and still suitable for most of the geometrically
complex internal passages needed with such product designs.
However, the geometries developed for higher-peak cylinder
pressure and high cooling velocity and efficiency involve internal
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passages that are too small to produce with reliability using
standard sand casting.
“We needed to come up with a new way to create these very
small passages,” Megel explained. “Ceramic cores, such as
those used in the aerospace industry to cast cooling passages
in turbine blades, do not break down in the presence of molten
metal, even at very small sizes.
“Ceramic core casting is unusual in the automotive industry
because it is expensive,” he observed. “In the new hybrid
ceramic-sand core product, the ceramic section is used where
coolant passages between the engine’s gas exchange port walls
and fuel injector or spark plug are formed.”
Megel pointed out that the hybrid ceramic-sand core method
would allow foundries to produce high-combustion, low-emission
engines without compromising on performance, size, or weight.
Foundries will be able to use conventional sand casting for
most of the design, and adopt ceramic core inserts for the
smaller passages.
Engine designers and manufacturers will be able to adopt
technologies that rely on high cylinder pressure — which is
critical to high power density and to many ultra-low emission,
high-efficiency, low-CO2 emission diesel, natural gas, and
gasoline combustion technologies — without requiring
extraordinary process changes or system modifications from
their metalcasting suppliers.
The technique is sufficiently novel and impressive to have
earned a 2012 R&D 100 Award. It’s the 37th such award for the
Southwest Research Institute, and will be presented later this year.

Forthcoming dates for your diary
05-06 December 2012
4th International Foundry Congress & Exhibition
Lahore, Pakistan
The theme of the congress is "Dunya Hamari Mandi".
Website: www.pfa.org.pk

innovations, and casting design and purchasing.
For more information on submitting on submitting
a paper to the 117th Metalcasting Congress,
contact Steve Robison, AFS senior technical director,
at str@afsinc.org

20-23 February 2013
Indo Metal
Jakarta International Expo Kemayoran, Jakarta, Indonesia
Indometal 2013 is the inaugural trade fair for the
metal and steel industry for a region that focuses on
the synergistic interrelations of foundry technology,
casting products, metallurgy and thermo process technology.
Website: www.indometal.net

07-09 April 2013
Call for papers - WFO Technical Forum is being held in
conjunction with the American Foundry Association
St Louis, Missouri, USA
Papers of 25 minutes duration are required to be
submitted for presentation during the event titled
"Foundry Industry-Success through Partnership".
http://www.afsinc.org/news/CElanding.cfm?ItemNumber=8690

06-09 April 2013
117th Metalcasting Congress
American Center, St Louis
The American Foundry Society (AFS) has issued a
call for papers for the 117th Metalcasting Congress,
to be held in conjunction with CastExpo 2013. All papers
must be relevant to the metal casting industry and must
contribute to the enhancement of metalcasting quality
and productivity, covering topics such as operations,
new technologies, procedures, processes and other

19-21 May 2014
71st World Foundry Congress 2014
Bilbao, Spain
Email: info@wfc2014.com; Website: www.wfc2014.com
16-20 June 2015
GIFA, METEC, THERMPROCESS and NEWCAST
Düsseldorf, Germany
Websites: www.gifa.de, www.metec.de,
www.thermprocess.de and www.newcast.de.
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Additive manufacturing
grows up
Industrial 3-D printing took its place in the spotlight at IMTS 2012, signalling
a major milestone in the long, slow development of the futuristic technology.

2

012 is shaping up to be a big year for additive
manufacturing. So big, some say, that the technology
may finally earn the major market acceptance it has
been working toward these last 25 years or so.
From Stratasys's "magic arms" to the announcement of the
$30 million award for the creation of the National Additive
Manufacturing Innovation Institute (NAMII), manufacturing
news this year has been replete with stories about the
incredible advances being made to these technologies and
with applications of them.
But the real peak of this drive came in Chicago at the
International Manufacturing Technology Show in September
where additive manufacturing, 3-D printing and related
technologies enjoyed an expanded role and expanded
prominence in a show packed with as many as 100 000
capital goods buyers.
"This was the first far-reaching American show that deals
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with all manufacturing technologies where there is a clear
understanding that additive manufacturing has a presence,"
explained Dave Burns, president and COO of Pittsburgh-based
metal printer, ExOne.
Growing pains
"There is a lot of excitement in this area," noted Paul
Warndorf, vice president of manufacturing technology at AMT,
which sponsored IMTS. "It still has a lot of innovation yet to go,
though. A lot of maturation yet to do. I think that's the neat
part about additive manufacturing: it still has a place to put its
mark yet."
This maturity issue is the last hurdle left to cross on the way
to mainstream success - and one that has dogged the industry
from the start. Now, with its new place of prominence, this
issue - and all of the questions it implies - is coming to light
more than ever and putting industry's mechanics to the test.

"Additive manufactured parts are already going into
production vehicles today, whether it's for air or space or
ground or under the sea," explained Tim Shinbara, technical
director at AMT. "But as more folks realize what the technology
can do, then we start down the path of asking important
questions like how reliable are they? How repeatable is the
process? How many machines can you do? What does your
industrial base look like? What do your warranties look like?
And so on."
The answers to these questions, he said, are all big
question marks.
"This is where you see additive struggling with comparison
to traditional manufacturing," he explained. "The hood is being
opened and there are things within that machine that are just
not robust enough yet for the kind of true demand the
manufacturing industry could see."
A large portion of the additive manufacturing news this
year has been following companies' movements along this
trajectory, however, bolstering the basic functionality and utility
of printed products to meet demand and expectations.
On the polymer side, for example, Minneapolis-based
Stratasys changed the form and function of rapid prototype
machines this year with its desktop Mojo printer and is gearing
up for a merger with Israel-based Objet to become the largest
3-D printing company in the world. This move will dramatically
expand the material base and expertise to help move this
branch of additive manufacturing up to the next level.
On the metal side, where durability and material integrity
issues are already well on the road to certification, the real
issue is speed.
"The most important element from our perspective of why

a machine will resonate with people is volume metric output
time," explained ExOne's Burns. "This is the singular way to
drive ourselves more firmly into the industrial marketplace."
To address that at IMTS this year, ExOne launched a new
printing system, M-Flex, which will be capable of producing
printed metal, tungsten, glass or ceramic parts at about
7.5 more volume per unit time than previous iterations of the
technology.
"The trajectory remains almost geometric upwards in terms
of productivity we're seeing out of additive manufacturing
units," he said. "We don't really see the ceiling yet that we're
going to get to. Because of that we believe we are prying open
significantly more market opportunities every time we can
offer higher volume per unit time to the market."
A coming-out party for additive manufacturing
"Great strides in advancement have been made already.
A lot of pioneers are to be thanked, a lot of folks who took
personal capital and personal risk to get this stuff going are to
be congratulated," AMT's Shinbara said.
"AMT has realized the maturing of additive manufacturing
and our membership who are now coming together," he added.
"Now AMT is starting to consider how we will support our
members who are in this ballgame."
That support was expected to come through at IMTS,
where Burns says significantly more additive companies were
on hand than two years ago.
"The combination of the announcement about NAMII and
IMTS right on the backside of it getting the recognition for
additive manufacturing implies that maybe this is the coming
out party we've been looking for," he said.
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product review

Additive manufacturing
for reactive metals
Laser melting system produces Al, Ti parts; designed
for rapid material changeover.

R

enishaw Inc. offers a new laser melting additive-metal
manufacturing process it reports will produce fully
dense metal parts direct from 3D CAD data using
a high-powered fiber laser. Parts are built in layers,
in thicknesses ranging from 20 to 100 microns, using a
range of fine metal powders that are fully melted in a tightly
controlled atmosphere. The new machines represent a
third-generation design with features that include variable
powder delivery, ultra-low oxygen content in the build
atmosphere, and a safe-change filter system that minimizes
user contact with materials.

volume of 125×125×125 mm (X×Y×Z). The AM250 provides
a build volume of 250×250×300 mm (X×Y×Z), with
Z axis extendable to 360 mm. Both have build rates of
5 to 20 cm3/hour, according to the material, part density
and part geometry. The AM125 offers a choice of
100- or 200-W laser. The AM250 has a 200- or
400-W laser.
Both designs have a fully welded vacuum chamber,
so they’re capable of low-pressure evacuation followed
by a recharge with high-purity argon gas. The developer
said gas consumption after the initial chamber flood is very

To improve system productivity, a valve interlock on the AM250 allows
addition of extra powder while the process is running
Two systems are available, the AM125 and the AM250.
Both models feature vacuum technology and low-gas
consumption, and both adopt "machine tool" engineering in
design, operation, and serviceability, emphasizing ruggedness
and ease of operation. The touch-screen operator interface
includes menu options for machine preparation and clean
down. Consumable costs are minimized through features
such as the soft re-coater blade that can be rotated several
times before replacement, use of low-cost filter elements,
and low gas consumption. All these reportedly improve
system reliability and reduce cost of ownership.
Renishaw additive-metal systems process a
variety of materials, including 316L
and 17-4PH SS, H13 tool steel,
aluminium Al-Si-12, titanium CP,
Ti-6Al-4V and 7Nb, cobalt-chrome
(ASTM75), and Inconel 718 and 625.
Both systems are designed for rapid
material changeover: the AM125
uses a cassette-type materials
delivery system; and the AM250
uses a removable hopper, which the
developer said is particularly
useful for materials development
or when using a range of materials.
To improve system productivity,
a valve interlock on the AM250 allows
addition of extra powder while the
process is running. Safe processing of
reactive materials (e.g., titanium or
aluminium) is ensured with features
like a gas knife that clears away
reactive, sooty emissions, and a
heated build plate.
The AM125 provides a part-build
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low, so it’s possible to operate at oxygen concentrations
below 50 ppm – which is critical for processing reactive
materials — and contributes significantly to material integrity
and mechanical performance.
Product designs are completed off-line and the build files
are delivered to the machine via a secure network or direct
connection. Product traceability has been improved by the
addition of process data and event logging as standard, with
various additional process control options on request.
For more information contact Toolquip & Allied on
TEL: 011 370 2727 or visit www.renishaw.com

MorganMMS introduces Z2 Syncarb crucible
Achieving high marks for energy efficiency and high temperature applications.

M

organ Molten Metal Systems (MorganMMS) has been
receiving excellent feedback from customers for its
Z2 Syncarb crucible, specifically designed to offer
significant benefits in energy efficiency, higher thermal
conductivity and other performance advantages critical to the
Melting process.
"We’re very excited about the dramatic improvements
customers have experienced in their average crucible life using
Z2 Syncarb Crucibles versus the products they replaced,” said
MorganMMS vice president of sales and marketing, Mark
Lamoureaux. “For some foundry applications, the Z2 has
exhibited two to four times the service life compared to other
brands previously used. We expect the Z2 to have a major
long-term impact on our customers’ operations.”
The Z2 Syncarb is a high pressure, isostatically pressed
clay-graphite crucible that achieves optimal life when melting
Copper and Copper Alloys and in
induction furnace applications.
At the same time, several
applications have demonstrated
that the new Z2 Syncarb also
performs exceptionally well in
Zinc distillation operations,
where a common mode of
crucible failure is corrosive
attack from the Zn vapors.

Materials advantages
Z2 Syncarb Crucibles use a proprietary processing
technology that results in a product with a very homogenous
and high density structure. The clay-bonded Z2 Syncarb crucible
provides excellent chemical resistance against fluxes and
excellent thermal conductivity. The inherent high mechanical
strength allows the production of much larger Crucibles. Other
properties include outstanding oxidation resistance, high
refractoriness and good thermal shock resistance.
Applications
The premium quality Z2 Syncarb offers a number of benefits
to foundry operations including:
• Metal casting temperature between 1000°C and 1400°C
• Excellent thermal conductivity and oxidation resistance
• Very good resistance to chemical attack
• High mechanical strength and good erosion resistance
The Z2 is available in a range of shapes and sizes to suit
most end user requirements. Certain sizes can be made
available with pyrometer pocket to facilitate measurement of
metal temperature. A wide range of pouring lips is available.
They are manufactured from premium grade raw materials
under an ISO 9001:2008 quality management system.
For further details contact Morgan Thermal Ceramics
on TEL: 011 815 6820

Williamson flare monitors for smokeless
flares, pilot and flame intensity

W

illiamson Corp.’s new Model FM flare monitor for
smokeless flares is designed to prevent smoke before
it is produced, rather than reacting to smoke, as most
comparable sensors do. The developer said it is the only optical
product of its type that is unaffected by the introduction of steam.
The Model FM flare monitor senses the conditions precursory
to soot formation, not soot particulates. It monitors the ratio of
carbon to oxygen within the flame, and its continuous output
signal is proportional to that ratio and, therefore, proportional to
the tendency of the flame to smoke. When the signal indicates
that oxygen is becoming relatively scarce, a successful control
scheme adds oxygen to the flame before the signal reaches
the critical setpoint at which soot would form.
Thanks to its narrow-band infrared filters, the Model FM’s
output is reliable even through dirty optics, fog, rain, and snow,
within limits. Typically, the output signal goes to a proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) control system that activates a control
valve to modulate the amount of added air or steam as needed,
ensuring that there is always ample oxygen for the combustion
to be complete, all without the need for operator intervention.
For operations that use steam, another benefit of such
precision is that no steam is wasted.
The Model FM comes standard with through-the-lens sighting
and an adjustable swivel bracket that facilitates installation and
alignment. The sensor’s dual-wavelength technology ensures a
large target area, further facilitating alignment. The unit,
available with a standard (NEMA4/IP65) or rugged
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(NEMA7/ATEX/IECEx IIB+H2)
housing, can be mounted at
ground level, typically within
approximately 457 meters
from the base of the stack. The strength of the measured signal
decreases with the square of the distance. Optical resolution is
D/17.
The Model FM flare monitor is a complement to
Williamson’s Model PM pilot monitor, which is used to confirm
the presence of a stack’s pilot flame.
The Williamson Pilot Monitor (PM) utilizes proven
dual-wavelength technology to sense the presence of the small
distant pilot flame. This technology allows the pilot monitor to
view clearly through severe weather conditions caused by fog,
wind, rain, snow and sleet.
The Williamson Flame Intensity Monitor (FI) utilizes
single-wavelength technology and thoughtful wavelength
selection to sense the presence and intensity of flames of all
types. The FI class sensors are ideal and when viewing
hydrogen, ammonia, CO and other non-H-C flames. This
lower-cost technology is also commonly used as a pilot
flame detector for ground flares and landfill flares where
the viewing distance is less than 100 meters.
For further information please contact the
Sales Department, Temperature Controls on
TEL: 011 791 6000 or email sales@tempcon.co.za or
visit: www.tempcon.co.za

Elkem’s Lamet nodulariser in-the-mould
®

L

amet® nodulariser, the trade name for Elkem’s range of
lanthanum containing nodularisers, is a 50% Si based
ferroalloy with defined levels of Mg, La, Ca and Al. Produced
to tightly controlled, narrow specifications, to give more consistent
recovery of the active elements than other available materials.
Lamet® nodulariser is designed specifically for inthemould
production of ductile iron. It is a cost effective and consistent
means of treating ductile iron and produces excellent nodule
structures. There is a low shrinkage tendency with Lamet®
nodulariser when compared to conventional MgFeSi alloys
used with this method.
Lamet® nodulariser is produced at the Elkem Bjølvefossen
plant in Norway and the Elkem Chicoutimi plant in Canada,
which are specialised in the production of MgFeSi alloys. Both
Elkem plants have ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 accreditations.
This emphasis on quality ensures that Lamet® nodulariser is
made with a uniform chemistry
and grain size thus giving
consistency in performance.
The use of special production
methods ensures that the product is
very low in residual oxide contents
and tramp elements that may be
harmful to ductile iron production.
The production method also
incorporates a rapid cooling
technique that gives a minimum
of chemical segregation during
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solidification. Thus the product is homogenous with low fines
content and uniformly distributed active elements.
Lamet® nodulariser standard sizing for inthemould
methods is 1 – 4 mm with maximum 10% overand undersize
as specified limitations. One commonly used formulation for in
the mould methods is Lamet® 5504 nodulariser. Note that the
rare earth content in Lamet® nodulariser is as pure lanthanum.
The in-the-mould method
The principle of adding magnesium ferrosilicon to a
reaction chamber inside the mould cavity has been known for
many years. The main advantages of this method are reduced
number of production steps, no holding of treated iron,
reduced slag problems in holding furnaces, no treatment
fading, late treatment discourages undercooling and
carbide formation and minimal environmental impact.
Conversely, there are some
disadvantages to the method
which include reduced space
on the pattern plate, reduced
casting yield, potential generation
of dross in-the-mould and late
treatment may give higher
demands of post casting
inspection.
For further details contact
Ceramic & Alloy Specialists on
TEL: 011 894 3039

ASK Chemicals develops new high-performance
“ISOSEAL™ 2011” sand additive
Efficient sand additive with dual effect.

A

dditives are already used in the foundry process to
avoid cost-intensive casting defects during core and
mold manufacture. However, procedures used to
date have numerous disadvantages. The new additive
ISOSEAL™ 2011 has been developed specifically for these
requirements in the research laboratory of the global player,
ASK Chemicals. Efficiently combining the effects of an additive
and coating, it offers both high casting quality and impressive
surface results. In this way, ISOSEAL™ 2011 provides
foundries with key technical and economic competitive
advantages.
Developing efficient aids for use in core and mold
manufacture – a challenge confronted by the research team
at ASK Chemicals. The result is a new generation of sand
additives with the name ISOSEAL™ 2011. With the
development of the new LDASC (low-density alumina silicate
ceramic) -based sand additive, the globally operational supplier
of foundry chemicals has achieved another breakthrough.
To do so, the company’s specialists looked to a completely
new system. ISOSEAL™ contains low-density alumina silicate
ceramics. This means that the new additive offers very special
thermal properties. The expansion of the silica is compensated

for and, at the same time, f
orms a barrier against metal
penetration. With higher
proportions, feeding is improved
and shrinkage suppressed,
preventing the occurrence of
veining and providing a good
surface result.
In addition to the qualitative
aspects, there are economic
reasons for using the new
additive because it works without additional coatings being
required. These effects have been examined and proven at
length in extensive studies and tests in the application and
technology center of ASK Chemicals. “With efficient new
developments such as these, we are helping our customers
safeguard their production in the long term, both ecologically
and economically,” commented Dr. Reinhard Stötzel,
Global Product Manager Coatings & Additives, explaining this
research success.
For further details contact Applied Solutions on
TEL: 011 922 1600
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It’s the filling that does it
New filling funnel and pneumatic
filling system for Westomat dosing
furnaces from StrikoWestofen.

T

o improve the process reliability and operational safety of
Westomat dosing furnaces the StrikoWestofen Group
(Germany) has now developed a new filling system. It
operates on the overpressure principle and guarantees
maximum operational safety and quality of the melt for all
sizes of Westomat. In addition, the well-known manufacturer of
thermal Process technology offers a new filling funnel which
has a three times longer service life and allows more rapid
filling. The new filling funnels are available immediately from
the “Service and Spare Parts” department of StrikoWestofen.
Industrial accidents often have serious consequences,
especially in the foundry sector. In case of an accident the
liquid metal at temperatures of up to 800 degrees celsius can
cause damage to the foundry system or even serious injury to
persons. To increase occupational safety during the filling of
Westomat dosing furnaces, StrikoWestofen now offers a new
pneumatic filling system. This is suitable for all sizes and – like
the dosing system of the Westomat furnaces – it works on the
overpressure principle. Pressure is applied to transport the
melt through a riser tube to the filling funnel, thus guaranteeing
a constant flow rate and reproducible processes during filling
with aluminium. Thanks to the new system, it is no longer
necessary to tip ladles at a great height using a lift truck. This
minimizes a potential source of danger and increases
occupational safety considerably. The system is designed to
allow treatment of the melt with impellers. In addition, it can be
transported into the dosing system with no further transferring.
The closed system also prevents the melt from cooling. For this

reason, the melt
does not need to
be superheated
as strongly in the
melting furnace,
thus reducing the energy consumption considerably.
Cast iron filling funnels for maximum quality of the melt
To further increase the filling process of Westomat dosing
furnaces, StrikoWestofen also offers a new filling funnel made
of cast iron. This is available for Westomat sizes of 450 to
1,200 and 1,200 to 3,100 kg and can be installed on all dosing
furnaces regardless of the filling system applied. The optimized
design improves the flow behaviour and reduces oxide formation
in the melt through the shorter time of contact with the
surrounding air. The risk of obstruction with freezing of the melt
is effectively counteracted by the high flow rate. The danger of
contamination of the melt by refractory solid particles is
minimized as refractory lining is no longer necessary. “When
developing our new filling funnel, we paid special attention to
the service life and to maximum handling simplicity in everyday
use,” explains Holger Stephan, head of the StrikoWestofen
Service and Spare Parts department. “The cast iron material
and the absence of refractory lining triple the service life of our
filling funnels. In addition, the system is easier and quicker to
clean, allowing us to reduce downtimes permanently.”
For further details contact Ceramic & Alloy Specialists
on TEL: 011 894 3039

State of the art in the manufacture
of flaskless, horizontally parted moulds

D

isa Match is intended for small and medium-sized
jobbing foundries, which due to their small runs are
obliged to make extremely frequent changes of pattern
plates. It covers an area of demand in which the use of a
Disamatic would not be economic. At the same time, it allows
foundries to invest in a machine which can be installed
on a flat foundation deck, with only very small pits.
Apart from the avoidance of extensive
foundation work, other cost savings
are available, such as expenditure
on flasks and the significantly
reduced associated costs of hydraulic
plant.
In 2001 the first Disa Match
with the mould dimensions
508 x 610 mm and a steplessly
adjustable mould thickness within
the technically required limits was
delivered to an American customer.
Currently, 58 of these moulding
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machines are in production on four continents,
although most of them are located in the United States.
The machines are used almost equally in aluminium and iron
foundries (GJL, GJS and also ADI), but with some brass and
bronze.
In 2008 a further machine concept for larger moulds was
launched. The machine is distinguished by high stability of
construction, with rigid guides for
squeeze plates on drag and cope.
In this way machine-related
mismatch can almost be eliminated
in this range, and customers are
guaranteed a mismatch of less
than 0.25 mm. FEM calculations
were used to develop solid slewing
cylinders moving in narrow
tolerances. This avoids registration
by pins and bushes.
For further details contact Krier
Africa on TEL: 011 616 0844

